Mammen Family Public Library
Monthly Report – April 2022 Activities
Program Spotlight
The Great Decisions Series was split into an online session on Monday nights without an additional
speaker and Bethanie leading the discussion and then the in person Tuesday morning meetings
which included a light brunch, a viewing of the Great Decisions DVD with lectures presented by
Jefery S. Morton, followed by a live speaker, discussion and Q&A.
The topics this spring were Changing
Demographics, Climate Change, Outer Space,
and Russia and the US. All were well attended
with great conversation, questions and
discussion raised from our members. The
speakers, as always, commented on our
community’s involvement and high level of
questions. Whether Zooming live with our group
or even in person, the speakers clearly enjoyed
the stimulating and welcoming atmosphere the
members brought to the discussion. Be sure and
join us for the final four topics in October as we learn about and discuss: Myanmar and ASEAN,
The Quad Alliance, Industrial Policy, and finally Drug Policy in Latin America.

Circulation Team Report


Number of visitors to the library: 10,301



Total items circulated: 31,181



New cards issued: 180



Number of active members: 7,545

Programming, Outreach and Community Collaboration
Program Focus

Programs

Live Participants

Passive Programming Participants

In library
programs

60

585

123

Live Zoom
programs

37

172

368 number of craft kit/handout,
homework and resource lists emailed
out to members

Recordings of
events posted
this month

1

8 Recording viewings

Passive
Programs

1

30

Total

99

757

529

We are thankful for over 262 hours from volunteer teachers and leaders for our classes this month.
Community Support
AARP Tax Prep volunteers finished with a big push with three final tax prep days in April. Their
final day was April 15 and they helped at least 40 at each event.
Toastmasters restarted their Speechcraft series for the new year, hosted at the library, to help
the community work on their public speaking skills.
Nan Lesnick brought the program “Baby Boomers Guide to Taxes in Retirement” to our
community.
Leisure Learning
Hannah taught participants how to make Bottle Cap Yard Art as
a repeated Thursday/ Saturday program. Lois joined one of the
classes and her creations turned out great! The Makerspace was
also busy this month with Hannah and Katherine teaching
classes. Two of these were the Cricut Designs for reusable cups
and Pop Up Cards with the Cricut, which were perfect for
members to create Mother’s Day Cards.
Cookbook Demo & Lunch Potluck Club met in April with Nadine
Winningham leading the group as they cooked from Home
Cooking with Trisha Yearwood. The class enjoyed tasting dishes
they had brought and shared all the tips on each dish. The class
favorite was a Baked Spaghetti recipe. Hannah then sends out
all the tips and recipes to the member list of folks that come out

to the meeting when they can but enjoy staying connected with the recipes if they attend the
meeting personally or not. This group meets on the second Tuesday of each month at 11:30am
and new members are always welcome.
Art and Culture
Contracted art teachers included:
Jill Deurmier, our watercolor teacher, demonstrated the
techniques to paint a bold abstract sunflower.
Rachel taught the Calligraphy Styles and Cricut Designed
Reusable Cups classes for April.
Debbie’s Exploring Art Mediums class painted watercolor
Irises.
Hannah started contracting with Diane Parker again for an Acrylics class that has been
requested often by members.
Bethanie began the “Celtic World Great Courses Series” where members view the lecture and
then are led in discussion. This weekly program should run through the middle of June.
Civics
Frank Shaddalee and co-presenter Mike Ellaby are in the middle of hosting “The New History of
the American South” each week. They view two historical Great Courses documentaries then
review and discuss after each episode.
Health and Wellness
Grief Support Group is back online and has changed their meeting time to Mondays at 4pm.
They are steadily growing each month and it is heartening to see people heal a little bit each
month as well.
The Bella View Group came out and taught on “How Dementia is Diagnosed” as part of their
monthly support group for Dementia Caregivers.
Bethanie and Jymann Davis are running the online Walk Across Texas Program – “Spring into
Motion” that started in April in conjunction with a group walking and talking program on Friday
mornings. At these sessions we joined up with Master Wellness Volunteer, Bernadette Pedroza,
who gives a short educational talk about hydration and healthy options to drink and eat.

Youth Programming
Teen Programming (Allison Reeves)
Teen programs started off with DIY Confetti Coasters. We had a pretty good turnout for this
event! The kids were super creative and each made their own unique coaster to take home.
For our next program, we worked with our Makerspace Specialist, Katherine Taylor-Pearson, and
had a button making class. The kids had a blast designing their own buttons and were thrilled
that they got to actually operate the button machine themselves. At the end of the program
we had a variety of Avatar, cat, duck, and donut buttons!

At the end of the month we had our monthly Teen Genre Book Club. I’m happy to say that we
officially have a “usual” group of teens that always come to book club! We also had a few new
faces in April. This month we talked about fantasy books and the teens quickly began a heated
discussion about which fantasy series was the best, which movie/TV adaptations were the best,
and which characters were superior. All around it was a great time!
We had several volunteer opportunities for teens throughout April. Our volunteers dusted, put
together more makerspace kits, made several program kits for our adult programmers, and
organized the children’s library. Additionally, we had ten teen volunteers come and help with
our Dia Celebration! They did a great job - they all showed up on time and helped our program
run smoothly.
Jeannette Leroy and I made a trip out to SJRC where we hung out with the kids while they made
some confetti coasters. We tried to take a second trip out to the SJRC campus but the kids were
on a field trip to see a local college. While we were disappointed we didn’t get to see the kids,
we’re thrilled they got the chance to visit a college campus!

Children’s Programming
Our beginner book club read I am Every Good Thing
in April and made torn-art self-portraits with our own “I
Am” statements. Our kids are “kind,” “smart,” “cool,”
“funny,” and more!
We had our last Young Naturalists program in April.
The kids got to make their own movable spider after
learning about spiders with Ranger Holly! Holly is
leaving TPWD in May to work for New Braunfels Parks
and Recreation, so everyone was happy to see her for one more program! We are hopeful that
the new interpretive ranger at Guadalupe River State Park will be interested in continuing our
partnership!

Our crafty kids made a variety of
awesome
projects
for
Make-It
Tuesdays. Some of the highlights of this
month include no-sew fabric bunnies
and cupcake decorating!
This month for Youth Maker Day with
Allison and Javier, kids made their own
volcanoes using playdough. They
decorated their volcano with
paper grass, lentils, beans, and
mini dinosaur figures. At the end,
they set off their volcanoes by
filling a small chamber with
vinegar, baking soda and food
coloring which made for some
colorful eruptions!
Our school year Kids Chess Club program came to a
close this month as well. Mr. Vamper and Mr. Castro will
continue teaching and lead other projects this summer
but we hope they will return to Chess Club in the fall. Kids
will still have the opportunity to practice their chess skills
this summer for our drop-in game days.
We ended the month of April with a fun family celebration!
April 30th is Dia de los Niños/Dia de los Libros (Kids Day/Book
Day) which emphasizes the importance of literacy for
children of all linguistic and cultural backgrounds. We had a
variety of activities and crafts for kids such as piñata cups,
book making, bracelet making and outdoor games.
Members of the San Antonio Storytellers Association
captivated families with their stories from around the world! It
was a busy day at the library with about 120 in attendance! Families also enjoyed delicious snow
cones and nachos. Big shout out to our awesome teen volunteers who helped supervise
registration, scavenger hunt, crafts, games and refreshments!

Outreach (Jeannette Leroy, Allison Reeves, Javier Gonzalez)
In April our Outreach team was able to connect with 132 members of our community through
our usual outreach stops. We visited Bulverde Assisted Living twice and brought books,
magazines and puzzles to keep their residents minds sharp. We are slowly introducing some
technology into their lives and have done some Kindle demonstrations so that we can take our
genre Kindle’s over for them to read books from.
Over at The Heights Assisted Living we are starting a quick craft series for their residents so they
can work on their dexterity. A continuous exchange of books between the assisted living
facilities and the Senior Activity Center take place on a monthly basis.
Also, happening at the Senior Activity Center is our monthly book club. Interest in our club has
grown and we have a book club roster of 18 individuals. This month we read and discussed
Ordinary Gracy by William Kent Krueger. This coming of age novel encouraged us to discuss our
own childhoods and try to pin point the exact moment we felt we ourselves “grew up” and
what circumstance caused us to feel that way. We had such an interesting and thoughtful
discussion…it was almost therapeutic.
Our visits to SJRC were also therapeutic but in a much more fun way. We got crafty this month
with the teens at the ranch and made colorful confetti coasters. Their personality’s definitely
come out in their art!
It was actually the kids over at SJRC who inspired this month’s hummingbird feeder Screen-Free
Craft. At one of our visits to the ranch I had a lively discussion about hummingbirds with one of
the students who had lots of information to share with me about these adorable little birds. Our
birdfeeder craft was very popular and we’re going to have some very happy little hummingbirds
buzzing around our community!
Outreach has to really give props to our Makerspace guru, Katherine for making the flower
mouthpieces for each of the feeders. Every single person at our wonderful library staff is so
involved in our Outreach effort to get as many community members acquainted with the best
library in Texas!

Marketing & Public Relations (Mackenzie Broderick)
Marketing:


Update marketing statistics and event calendar



Schedule social media posts through Later



Update spreadsheet detailing monthly report
statistics



Create Broaden Your Shelf Reading Challenge
2022 flyers



Set up Broaden Your Shelf Reading Challenge 2022
book display



Design more monitor, kiosk, and web slides



Order more library info bookmarks



Create spring craft book display flyers



Go over marketing budget for the coming year



Work on new makerspace brochure

Public Relations:
Social Media:


Utilize Link.inbio



Utilize Stories for quick posting



Utilize paid ads



Post multiple events throughout the week



Post about national holidays



Post about upcoming events



Post about Broaden Your Shelf Reading Challenge
2022



Post Spring programs



Post Spring craft programs



Post photos from previous events

Publicity:


5 individual event eblasts & 4 weekly eblasts



Submit May press release



Include Cookbook Club’s favorite recipes into eblast



Add Broaden Your Shelf Reading Challenge 2022 reminders on to eblasts



Send info about local artist display application



Send info about President’s Volunteer Service Award (PVSA)



Begin transition from Robly to Mailchimp

Collections Reports
Adults: We loaned 3 items to and borrowed 54 items from other libraries in the Interlibrary Loan
(ILL) system. I proctored 2 exams in April. We worked one-on-one with 2 members to teach them
how to use our electronic resources. In April the nonfiction section was inventoried and the local
authors were weeded. This month I will focus on weeding the westerns and inventorying the
local author and the reference sections. Three adults were emailed a personalized list in April.
Lois is working on changing the book titles on all our William Johnstone series material. We have
come up with a uniform format of Series Name: book title, book #. He has over 250 items in our
library and over 65 different series. Alisa is helping with replacing the material labels once the
titles are changed.
Children: We weeded Juvenile nonfiction in April.
Teens: The Young Adult Collection had an interesting revelation this month - as it turns out, the
YA Collection budget was actually increased in July 2021 and everyone accidentally forgot
about it. As a result, there was a lot of money left in the budget that needed to be spent by
June 30. I used a significant portion of the money to purchase a number of new anime and
manga/graphic novels in order to boost those collections.
We deleted 142 items for the following reasons:
 Weeded – 120 items
 Vanished – 3 items (due to inventory)
 Lost and unpaid for – 10 items (sent to collections)
 Lost and paid for – 9 items

Technology (Rob, Lois)
Rob: April was okay. We managed to avoid any major events. There were no fiber cuts or power
outages. As a whole our systems remained stable, with any issues that did come up easily
resolved. We still have a couple of nagging issues with our network interface that are more of
an inconvenience than real problems.
The biggest issue we faced is the global supply chain holding up our ability to upgrade some of
our systems. We had planned on replacing our NVR server with two Ubiquiti branded NVRs that
would add greater functionality to our camera system, but with the ongoing chip shortage
they’re impossible to get. The same goes for security cameras, Wi-Fi access points, switches, and
just about anything that comes with a chip in it. We are almost two years past the point from
which we had planned on replacing our eight-year-old desktops. While we have managed to
upgrade the internal parts to keep them functional, they are getting a little long in the tooth for
work computers.
Sometimes, however, desktops just can’t hack it anymore, no matter how many upgrades they
get. This was the case of the Technology Supervisor’s PC. Originally the PC from the old meeting
rooms, we repurposed it so it wouldn’t go to waste, but after nine years it was time. Unfortunately
finding a replacement wasn’t easy, everything was ridiculously priced, so instead we built our

own. We were able to source parts from good old Amazon, and we ended up with a half
decent system for not a lot of money. While this is a solution for the Technology Supervisor, it
wouldn’t work for the staff as well. While building your own computer is fun the end result isn’t
as always as user friendly as a prebuilt from say Dell or HP, so isn’t really a solution for the rest of
the staff.
Lois: This month the Technology team worked on new issues such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

One study room camera went black and had to be restarted.
Patron computers lost connection briefly to RDS server one morning.
Print Station advised 2 members they didn’t have enough money when they did.
Apollo had issue sending “welcome” messages for 2 days.
Kiosk #1 hung up and had to be restarted.
Ear phone jack stopped working on a patron computer and had to be reset.
Unapproved Spotify app was installed on one of the patron computers and had to be
removed.

Ongoing Issues
1. 11/16/21 Member reported problem with fax not going through. After troubleshooting, it
appears fax is working but not with its usual speed. It is taking many retries to complete.
Monitoring at this time. April 2022 Looking into alternative methods of faxing.
2. Unifi dashboard seems to not be accessible every Monday morning. So far we have been
able to restart the Unifi operating system without affecting any network connections.
Changed to new interface, Tuesday, 3/29 but had the same problem on Monday, 4/4. So
either interface has the “Monday” problem. 4/21/22 Rob put in a support ticket to Unifi to
see if they can explain why we keep losing access to our Unifi dashboard. It seems to be
getting worse. Monitoring at this time.
3. Susan advised there are issues with logging into the Staff page on our website. Doesn’t always
accept the password. She is working on resolving. Susan provided copies of the files on the shared
drive for now.

Facilities Management (Jewel English)
Regular scheduled monthly maintenance for pest control, aerobic septic system, and grounds
keeping maintenance.
Study Rooms: 369 people used the Study Rooms in April
Public Meeting Room use: 46 people used the meeting rooms in April: (three community
organizations and a local garden club)
Voting: Early Voting April 25-May 3: 1434 people; General Election on May 7: 470 people Total
voters: 1904. Mammen Family Public Library was the top voting location in the County! Early
Voting starts all over again at the Library on May 16-20, from 7a-7p, for the Primary Run Off
election on Tue May 24.

Plumbing - Star State Plumbing - Backflow Prevention Assembly repair 5.6.2022: Repaired the 2”
line and installed a new check valve on the backflow prevention assembly, located on the
north side of the library next to the water main. The library was closed from 9a-1pm while the
water to the building was turned
off.
Backflow Prevention Assembly test
5.13.2022: Carter Irrigation will
complete the annual BPA test, and
submit the results to Comal County.
Before

After

Butterfly Garden work day 4.28.2022:
Eagle
Scout
Pergolas:
Three Master Gardeners
worked on refinishing 2 of 3
pergolas the Eagle Scouts
built several years ago,
and one of the benches in
the BFG.
On the next Master
Gardener work day in May, they will finish the 3 rd pergola, and Charles McCollum, Master
Gardener and amateur arborist, will trim limbs on trees, and instruct the Master Gardeners on
how to remove the tree stakes/supports and the green soaker bags from the trees that were
planted during expansion project.
Rope
stanchion
around
Butterfly
Garden
Water
Feature: Rich Herr made a
rope stanchion using upright,
rebar stakes with welded
“eyes” to make a rope
partition around the Water
Feature. We have had issues
with kids getting in and
playing in the water feature –
a potential safety issue – hopefully this will be a deterrent. Additionally, we asked the Master
Gardeners to allow plants to encroach and fill in the decomposed granite path next to the
water feature and to put plants in the area marked with the red lines. This will block direct
access to the water feature; the other DG path will remain as is.

Front Patio Railing 5.11.2022: Jim Collins Farm & Ranch Services
submitted a quote to build a 4’ high metal railing, installed around
the perimeter of the front patio beginning at the hand rail by the
front entrance steps, continuing along the edge of the patio next
to the flower beds, and behind all of the benches. Not only will the
railing keep people from walking through the flower beds - possibly
damaging the irrigation (again)
and the plants - but keep children
on the patio when it’s used for
Youth Services Programs. We
accepted the quote and the
work will be completed by the
Summer Reading Kickoff on Sat June, 11. The railing will be
painted black and resemble the photo.
David Martinez Painting 5.10.2022: his painting crew scuffed and sanded all the exterior metal
trim around the big windows, including the (2) awnings and the braces; prepped all the metal
with denatured alcohol, and painted all the metal trim around the windows with (2) coats of
Direct to Metal Latex paint. This work is guaranteed for (3) years. This is the first time the metal
trim around the windows has been painted
since the building was built in 2008.

Before

After

Septic: 5.4.2022 Baker Septic pumped out the
aerobic septic system, just in time for Summer
Reading!
Flags: Tyler Singleton, Ameritex Flags:
4.28.2022 Replaced the U.S., Texas, and library
flags with new flags, and retired the worn U.S.
flag.

Electrical: Roman Electric replaced lights where needed in the old restrooms, and LEDs in the
stacks. He will install GFIs in (2) light poles in the old lower parking area, and (2) in the new lower
parking area. Utilizing the GFIs, we will install security cameras on those poles, and have
assessable outlets available when doing programs in the lower parking areas.

Administration (Susan/Cathy)
The library was awarded the TSLAC CAP grant of almost $10,000 to upgrade the Trekker and
supply it with its own materials for outreach services. Susan continues to reach out to locker and
kiosk vendors and Montana was able to talk to several at their booths at the TLA annual
conference. Susan is preparing a presentation for the joint meeting of the library support
organizations in May.

